PERFORMANCE SERIES
TINTABLE WOOD STAIN

MAKES AND KEEPS WOOD BEAUTIFUL
Minwax® Performance Series Tintable Wood Stain is a rich, thick formula that provides a beautiful, long-lasting finish. While conventional stains recommend 18 to 24 hours drying time, Minwax Performance Series Tintable Wood Stain can be recoated in just 2 hours for solvent-based finishes and 6 hours for water-based finishes. That means you can apply stain and two topcoats in a single day without sacrificing varnish clarity. Thicker than conventional stains, this high-performance stain is easier to control with less spatter and dripping. You’ll mask less, use fewer drop cloths and save time on every job.

**MINWAX PERFORMANCE SERIES TINTABLE WOOD STAIN BENEFITS**

- Tintable in a wide array of colors for ultimate design flexibility and color matching
- Penetrates and seals bare wood and resists lap marks
- Minimal grain-raising of the wood, much better than water-based stains
- Fast-drying — recoat in 2 hours with most clear solvent-based varnish and polyurethane finishes and 6 hours with water-based finishes

**AMERICA’S #1 SELLING INTERIOR WOOD STAIN**

For over 150 years, Sherwin-Williams has provided contractors, builders, property managers, architects and designers with the trusted products they need to build their business and satisfy customers. Minwax Performance Series Tintable Wood Stain is just one more way we bring you industry-leading coating technology — innovation you can pass on to your customers. Plus with more than 4,200 stores and 2,700 sales representatives across North America, personal service and expert advice is always available near jobsites. Find out more about Minwax Performance Series Tintable Wood Stain at your nearest Sherwin-Williams store or to have a sales representative contact you, call **800-524-5979**.